Roundtable Discussions
Objectives

• Discuss on
  1) issues, challenges, experiences
  2) recommendations

• Identify SSH research needs related to decommissioning of nuclear installations regarding stakeholder communication and engagement in nuclear decommissioning
Format

Two simultaneous tracks:

‘Internal’ communication

‘External’ communication

→ Chose the track of your liking

• Two rounds of discussion, moderated by facilitator and noted by rapporteur
  1) Identifying issues, challenges, experiences → 50 minutes
  2) Formulating recommendations, SSH needs → 35 minutes

• Each discussion round followed by plenary sessions, in which rapporteurs feed back to group
Timing

• 14.10 – 15.00: discussion round 1
• 15.00 – 15.30: plenary 1
• 15.30 – 16.00: BREAK
• 16.00 – 16.35: discussion round 2
• 16.35 – 17.10: plenary 2 + close
Some basic arrangements

• Every opinion matters!
• Allow everyone the chance to speak
• Listen respectfully, without interrupting
• Criticize ideas, not individuals